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From the coordinator


Hans Christian Andersen and antimission
The Danish Andersen – with the first names Hans Christian – has been debated in Israel. In one of  the leading Orthodox newspapers. And he receives good coverage, two whole pages. The reason is the beginning of a new edition of Andersen’s fairy-tales in Hebrew. But the author of the article,. Liron Negler-Cohen, is horrified. In his opinion Andersen in this Hebrew edition is the messenger-boy of the “mission”. He has found that the name of ”this man” – Jesus – appears in no less than seven of the fairy-tales in the book. And in one story Negler-Cohen  notes that the crucifixion, death and resurrection of Jesus are referred to in positive terms. That’s a bit too much! And as if that was not enough, there are illustrations in the book of crosses and the like.
	Negler-Cohen is so dismayed that he has approached the publishers and in dead earnest asked if the ”mission” has paid for this new Andersen edition. The publishers have replied that they alone are responsible for the new edition and that it is their plan to publish all of Andersen’s works in Ivrit.
	Reviewer Negler-Cohen’s only consolation is that in these times of computer games Israeli children will probably find Andersen’s fairy-tales boring.
	The matter is relatively trivial. It is the anti-mission once again and now with their very own version of “The Emperor’s New Clothes”. There are also other versions – when for example prominent theologians, Jewish as well as Christian, in dead earnest claim that Jews do not need Jesus but that non-Jews, we Gentiles, need him for salvation.
	That version of “The Emperor’s New Clothes is far more dangerous. For Jews as well as non-Jews.
In LCJE we shall continue to network about that which has been entrusted to us: the salvation of the Jewish people. In this issue of the Bulletin, the various LCJE area coordinators give their annual reports. The report from Israel focuses on the new efforts in the Knesset to drive through legislation about antimission.
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